Shop the Sale Event
May 30 - Jun 7, 2019

Happy FATHER’S day
Sunday, June 16th

Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$179.99  Compare at $239.99
Porter Cable 20V Max 4 Tool Combo Kit
#PCCK61514

$79.99  Compare at $99.99
Irwin Vise Grip Groovelock Pliers – 8-pc.
#2078712

$159.99  Compare at $199.99
DeWalt 192-pc. Mechanics Tool Set
#DWMT75049
$49.99
MYCHANIC Rolling Shop Stool
• Speed casters for gliding across concrete floors
• Includes a cushion seat, socket organizer and cup holder • Perfect for garage or shop • #52920

$44.99
MYCHANIC Tool Creeper with POD Light
• Organize tools and aim light • Includes a magnetic POD light that attaches to base • Easy rolling swivel casters for moving under car • #52848

$24.99
MYCHANIC Smart Booster Cable
• 16-ft., 6-gauge booster cable with voltage indicator and reverse polarity alarm • Alerts to wrong connection and low voltage battery • #53013

$7.99
MYCHANIC Edge Light
• 200 lumen penlight fits in your pocket and lights up your workspace • Touchscreen stylus • Magnetic pocket clip • #52878
$99.99
Victrola Mid-Century Style Wood Music Center
• 3-speed turntable • FM radio • Wirelessly stream music from Bluetooth enabled device up to 33-ft. away • #VTA-240B

$34.99
Victrola Wooden Desktop Radio with Bluetooth
• Traditional analog AM/FM tuner • Built-in speakers • Bass and treble controls • Color: Espresso • #VRS-2800-ESP

$69.99 Was $79.99
SkullCandy HESH 3 Wireless Over-the-Ear Headphones
• Packable Premium Sound • Memory foam ear cushions • Rapid charge technology • Built-in microphone • Folding design • #S6HTW-K033 • Black

$17.99
VOXX 808 Canz Wireless Bluetooth Speaker
• Portable • Enhanced bass and dynamic sound • Up to 6-hour battery life

$99.99 Was $249.99
FujiFilm Binoculars MG 7x28 Military Appreciation Bundle
• Replica of the M22/MS4 utilized during Operation Desert Storm • 100% waterproof • #MG728 • #600018394

Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.
Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.

**Fire Tablets**

$49.99

**Amazon Fire 7” Tablet w/Alexa**
- 7” IPS display • 1.3 GHz quad-core processor
- Up to 8 hours of battery life • 8GB of internal storage and a microSD slot for up to 256GB of expandable storage • Wi-Fi • Now with Alexa, for quick access to information and entertainment you want • B01GEW27DA

$49.99

**Amazon Fire 7” Tablet w/Alexa**
- 7” IPS display • 1.3 GHz quad-core processor
- Up to 8 hours of battery life • 8GB of internal storage and a microSD slot for up to 256GB of expandable storage • Wi-Fi • Now with Alexa, for quick access to information and entertainment you want • B01GEW27DA

$449.99

**Lenovo IdeaPad Flex-14**
- 14.0” (HD) Touch Screen • AMD Ryzen 3 CPU
- 4GB memory • 128GB SSD • Integrated Radeon Vega 3 Graphics • Windows 10s • Onyx Black • #81EM000VUS

$449.99

**Lenovo IdeaPad Flex-14**
- 14.0” (HD) Touch Screen • AMD Ryzen 3 CPU
- 4GB memory • 128GB SSD • Integrated Radeon Vega 3 Graphics • Windows 10s • Onyx Black • #81EM000VUS

$449.99

**LG 55” 4K HDR Smart AI ThinQ® UHD TV**
- Active HDR and HDR Effect • TruMotion 120 • IPS Panel • ThinQ AI
- Google Home and Alexa compatible (sold separately) • 3 HDMI, 2 USB, 1 Optical, 1 Lan • #55UK6300

**LG 55” 4K HDR Smart AI ThinQ® UHD TV**
- Active HDR and HDR Effect • TruMotion 120 • IPS Panel • ThinQ AI
- Google Home and Alexa compatible (sold separately) • 3 HDMI, 2 USB, 1 Optical, 1 Lan • #55UK6300
$39.99 Compare at $50.00
Reebok Lite Shoe
Men’s whole and half sizes 9.5-11.5, 12, 13

$19.99 Compare at $25.00
The North Face Red Box or Retro Tees

$19.99 Compare at $25.00
Adidas Adilette Cloud Foam Slide
Men’s whole sizes 9-13

$16.99
Phoenix Sandal
Men’s whole sizes 8-13

$21.99 each
Compare at $30.00 each
Adidas Tees and Shorts
Men’s sizes M-2XL
Colors may vary by location

$21.99 each
Compare at $30.00 each
Adidas Tees and Shorts
Men’s sizes M-2XL
Colors may vary by location

$29.99 Compare at $40.00
The North Face Class V Pull-On Short
Men’s sizes M-2XL • Colors may vary by location

Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.
$19.99
Compare at $25.00
**Under Armour Freedom Tees**
Men’s sizes M-2XL • Assortment may vary by location

$14.99
Compare at $19.99
**Champion Men’s Military Jersey Tees**

$19.99
Compare at $24.99
**Champion Men’s Military Mesh Short**

$29.99
**Military Watches**
Army, Air Force, Navy and Marines

Sizes M-2XL • Assortment may vary by location

Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.
Prada Luna Rossa 2-pc. Gift Set

Ours $80.00  Theirs $92.00

New Azzaro Chrome Aqua 1.7 oz. EDT Spray

Ours $60.00  Theirs $69.00

Davidoff Cool Water 4-pc. Gift Set

Ours $66.00  Theirs $77.00

Versace Eau Fraiche 3-pc. Gift Set

Ours $56.00  Theirs $64.00

Wahl Cordless Lithium Ion Vacuum Trimmer with Adjustable Intake

$44.99

Davidoff Cool Water

$27.99

Wahl Edge Pro Corded T-Blade Groomer
For bump free grooming, trimming and shaving

Wahl T-Pro Corded Hair & Beard Trimmer

$19.99

ConairMAN® All-in-1 Battery Operated Trimmer

$14.99

Kenneth Cole 4-pc. Coffret

Ours $18.00  Theirs $20.00

Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.
$59.99  Compare at $92.99
Simply Noelle Convertible Backpack
Black, Navy or Steel

$74.99  Compare at $119.99
Geoffrey Beene Rolling Business Case

$19.99  Compare at $29.99
Van Heusen Never Tuck Tops
Men’s sizes M-4X • Assortment and sizes may vary by location

Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.
Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.
Your Choice $29.99 each

Bionic Force 50-ft. Hose
Bionic Trimmer
Bell+Howell Stone Disk Lights

$54.99
Bissell Pet Hair Eraser
Cordless Hand Vac

$34.99
Franklin Sports Spin & Putt
Includes 1 putter and 10 balls

Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.
Not all items are available at all locations. Items are while supplies last. Limited quantities. No rainchecks.

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.

- SHOP NOW AT -

ShopVCS.com
Expanded shopping beyond PatriotStores

Veterans enrolled in VA healthcare, their families, and VA employees have access to ShopVCS.com - and it's free to sign up! Create your FREE account today.

We've got the

FATHER'S DAY GEAR

you're looking for!

Electronics | Outdoor Equipment
Watches | Eyewear | & More

$12.99
Assorted IZOD Sleep Pants
Assortment and sizes may vary by location

$19.99
Dearfoams Novelty Slippers
Sizes M-XL

Compare at $34.00